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Noa Charuvi  - Suspended on Site

 

Bundle, 2018, oil on canvas, 16×20 inches

Noa Charuvi’s paintings convey a distinct sense of place where narratives of the present interrupt those of the past with

urgency, sometimes even violence . Yet, her places encapsulate past and present not only as a rupture but also as an

ongoing 3ow of coinciding contradictory forces – ruin and construction, anarchy and order. No matter if the painting

depicts an interior of a room or an exterior of a construction site, it frequently portrays a place that is devoid of human

2gures but charged with the aftermath of human actions. Even if human 2gures are present, they are typically placed in

context of their larger environment, players in a powerful and mysterious systemic forces of history, city, society. Noa

Charuvi shares with Art Spiel some insights on her ideas, work, and process.

AS: You are clearly a painter. What brought you to painting?

Noa Charuvi: What brought me to painting is a combination of the natural joy I feel while doing it, my upbringing and my

determination to get it right. While most artists are introduced to art making through painting and drawing and then

choose a different medium – I just never stopped. I grew up in Jerusalem, Israel. My father was an architect and my

mother was a special education teacher. Both families had an art background. My mother’s grandfather was a

silversmith for the Russian Tsar and studied art in St. Petersburg. After the revolution in 1917 he ended up escaping to

Israel and started a workshop in Tel Aviv, which the family still runs. My father’s father, Shmuel Charuvi, was a painter

who came to Israel from Ukraine to pursue his art studies in Bezalel Academy with the original group who founded it in

the early twentieth century. Growing up in Jerusalem, I was exposed to contemporary art, cinema, theater and music – It

was a special place to grow up in in the eighties.

My parents always supported my interests, signing me up to art classes and taking me to exhibitions. I spent many

hours in my father’s architectural studio making watercolors and drawings on the back of discarded blueprints. It was a
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time when architecture wasn’t digital so he was using pencils, inks and watercolors. I loved trying his art supplies and all

the special stencils. He took me along to buy supplies at a little store that actually still exists. He would never buy me the

kids’ stuff – I had really good colored pencil sets, pastels and watercolors, German and Swiss made. And so, it was

always clear to me that I needed to paint, and I always found my way to continue doing it. I was determined to study it,

and then to 2nd a way to make sure that I can do it forever. This drive is something that I cannot explain or control, so I

had to learn and manage it and organize my life around it.

 

Babel, 2009, oil and spray paint on canvas, 72×96 inches

AS: Your paintings can be read as fragments of personal moments within a vast geo-socio-political landscapes–

ranging from your earlier Ruins series, depicting ruined buildings in the middle east, to your later Construction

series, depicting construction sites in NYC. What is your take on that?

Noa Charuvi: The sense of fragment has a lot to do with the fact that I am painting from photographs. The photograph

documents a moment, and I then I expand it in the painting. The construction paintings preserve an idea or emotion that

I had while being present in a speci2c location, in a speci2c moment in time. When I use found images, I try to infuse

them with atmosphere and light from memory, even if I was never present there. So the interpretation is always relying

on my own senses, memories and experience. I am aware of how every place and every day have a historical and social

context. My responsibility as an artist is to acknowledge that. Another responsibility I feel that I have is to always be

sincere and honest when acknowledging bigger themes. I can only speak and work from my own experience and so it

also has to be personal. In my opinion any effective or compelling work of art is always a combination of a sincere

personal moment and a universal idea.
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Big Pipe, 2015, oil on canvas, 36×48 inches

AS: Besides in earlier work such as in Soldiers from 2012 (where you reference human ggures as silhouettes), your

images are typically lacking the human ggure yet reference human life. You depict objects that resonate with fresh

memories of trauma, lives that have just been interrupted. For me, this void of human ggures enhances the urgency

and becomes central. Do you consider that notion of “void” important in your work and can you elaborate on your

choices to include or avoid direct depiction of the human ggure?

Noa Charuvi: Th� human pr�s�nc� in th� work is usually hint�d, sinc� I d�scrib� man mad� �nvironm�nts. Th� 2gur�

might b� standing just outsid� th� fram� or p�rhaps l�ft a minut� ago. Human 2gur�s hav� a v�ry strong �n�rgy in a

painting and th�y draw all th� att�ntion to th�m. Avoiding d�piction of p�opl� allows m� to highlight oth�r �l�m�nts in

th� painting that oft�n would n�v�r draw your att�ntion in r�al lif� – lik� a buck�t or a sand sac. Th� �n�rgy of th� 2gur�

can b�com� too ov�rwh�lming for m�. I am d�scribing hous�s that p�opl� lost, or hous�s built by p�opl� who put th�ir

liv�s and h�alth in dang�r daily. Which�v�r way you look at it, th�s� situations ar� about p�opl� putting oth�r p�opl� in

dang�r. And y�t it all looks v�ry b�autiful. In a way th� void is also my way of r�e�cting th� loss of my fath�r. My fath�r

was much old�r than my moth�r and I always kn�w that I will los� him �arly – and although 21 is not a t�nd�r ag�, it still

f�lt lik� a hug� loss and still do�s now, 20 y�ars lat�r.

 

Television, 2012, oil on canvas, 36×48 inches

AS: It seems to me that your thematic focus serves as a �round for bouncin� off paintin� possibilities. While

shiftin� your �aze in and out on ruined buildin�s or construction sites, you are explorin� intersections of

abstraction / g�uration, drawin� / paintin�, ti�htenin� / loosenin�. What are your thou�hts on that?

Noa Charuvi: Yes it is tr�e. I j�st love to paint. I am also interested in history, politics and philosophy, b�t I j�st love oil

colors so m�ch, their b�ttery q�ality and the bea�ty of the colors. It is a sens�al experience for me. While I am not the

kind of artist who j�st does one thing, when yo� look at everything I did there are act�ally many connections between

the r�ins and the constr�ction, as well as the soldiers and the workers. My style is heavily inu�enced by my years at the

Jer�salem St�dio School, where we st�died painting from observation only, plein-air landscapes and 2g�re drawing. The

techniq�e we learned is based on abstracting the shapes and colors and 2nding the correct relationships between them

to create a perfect ill�sion of reality.

Every painting is done with a balance of the elements yo� mentioned, that is basically the essence of painting for me –

moving between abstraction and 2g�ration, uatness and vol�me, tightening and loosening. So in every piece I am also

doing this exercise again and again of 2nding the right balance to create an impact. The falling apart architect�re has

many opport�nities within them for abstraction and exercising color mixing and drawing witho�t being ca�ght in

“pict�re making”, that is, trying to create a familiar image and ending �p relying on yo�r memory rather than

observation. The already broken down and fragmented image, leaves a lot of space for me to play aro�nd with the

colors and shapes even while still relying on observation. In that sense it is the perfect s�bject for painting.

 

Pink Path, 2011, oil on canvas mounted on panel, 11×14 inches

AS: Let’s look grst at Ruins with an overall view. Tell me about the idea behind this body of work and your work

process.

Noa Charuvi: This body of work began while I was in grad�ate school in New York, and back in Israel things seemed to

again be falling apart with another operation in Gaza that was incredibly cr�el – ‘Cast Lead’ in 2008. I co�ld express my

remorse witho�t worrying abo�t anyone’s reaction. I was never an activist – I was j�st scared to get h�rt, as many of my

friends did while protesting. I started realizing how deeply tra�matizing it was to grow �p in Israel and live in Jer�salem

for so many years (I left when I was 28). I have lived thro�gh the 2rst Intifada, the hope for peace d�ring the Clinton era,

the m�rder of Rabin, then seeing everything falling back into chaos. While in �ndergrad in Jer�salem, d�ring the second

Intifada, constant terrorist attacks on p�blic transportation and p�blic places became ro�tine. And we were j�st living

o�r lives, st�dying art, working, going o�t. It is hard to believe.

While working on this series, I wanted to s�spend my gaze on news images that wo�ld typically be swept aside d�e to

an overload. Images that are not provocative or revolting, b�t we do not care to look at them beca�se we saw them so
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m�ny times. For ex�mple bombed streets, people st�nding on � pile of rubble �nd crying, children climbing on the ruins

of their own f�mily house. S�dly these things in 2008 seemed too invisible. I felt th�t being in New York, I could 2n�lly

�ddress these p�inful subjects bec�use they �re f�r enough so it won’t bre�k me. I st�rted g�thering im�ges from the

Internet, newsp�pers websites �nd hum�n rights org�niz�tions �nd NGO’s websites. I re�ched out to some of the

photogr�phers whose work I kept seeing online �nd �sked their permission to use their work. I �lso h�d � friend who

w�s working in television bro�dc�sting in Isr�el �t the time �nd she got me some m�teri�ls. I w�s obsessed with these

im�ges �nd I built �n �rchive from which I could pull out �nd p�int.

Wh�t w�s on my mind w�s the w�y photogr�phy �nd news medi� sh�pe our re�lity, �nd how m�ybe p�inting c�n expose

it �nd give me � ch�nce to re�lly look �t wh�t h�ppened. I discovered th�t p�inting w�s � w�y for me to m�ke re�lity

more be�r�ble, to offer �n �ltern�te sp�ce of hope. I w�s then criticized for t�king �dv�nt�ge of the P�lestini�n tr�gedy

for my own �rt. I dis�gree with this judgment but just he�ring it w�s � punch in the stom�ch. I stopped m�king this work

for sever�l ye�rs �nd only recently found my w�y b�ck to it, th�nks to � public�tion I �m very proud of – “L�ndsc�pe

P�inting Now” – which h�d these works in full displ�y.

 

Hole, 2011, oil on canvas, 72×72 inches

AS: I am looking at Hole, from 2011, for example. Can you take me through the genesis of this painting?

Noa Charuvi: ‘Hole’ is b�sed on � photogr�ph by Tess Schea�n whose work I s�w online, on Activestills’ website. I

em�iled her �nd �sked her if I c�n p�int it �nd she w�s h�ppy to send me the im�ge. This is � complex im�ge m�de of

m�ny different elements, it h�ppens to me often when working on � l�rger c�nv�s. So there is � h�zy neighborhood in

the b�ckground th�t is quite n�tur�listic, there is the m�ss of rubble down inside the hole th�t is very a�t �nd

�bstr�cted, �nd �round the hole there �re spills �nd spl�shes th�t cre�te the illusion of mud or freshly dug e�rth. The

a�tness of the hole �g�inst the b�ckground throws you out of the p�inting �nd cre�tes � very uncomfort�ble sp�ce, �n

impossible sp�ce. You c�nnot penetr�te the pl�in, there is nothing inviting or guiding your eye gently inside the picture

pl�in. It is more like f�lling in �nd being sp�t out.
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was a perfect subject for me. Construction materials, tools and colors: its whole appearance is very similar to sites of

destruction and rubble. The difference is it is the opposite of loss and tragedy. It is all about renewal, power and also

money. I turned my gaze to where I am now instead of where I am from. It was also shortly after having my 2rst child and

it felt right to focus on the future, on rebuilding and not on crushing. My children are American and all of a sudden I got

rooted here so my work started re3ecting that.

 

Seven Buckets, 2016, oil on canvas, 14×18 inches

AS: Let’s look at Seven Buckets from 2016, and Color Group, from 2018. These seem to re-ect to varying degrees

a more loosened painterly approach and tendency to simplify forms. What would you like to share about these 2

paintings in this context?

Noa Charuvi: It is so interesting that you noticed these two. I think they are probably two of the most spontaneous

paintings in this body of work. I started them from a small section in a photograph because the combination of colors

and shapes was very bright and I just found it beautiful. It is basically piles of garbage, discarded objects, but the way

they stood together seemed to me very sweet, as if they were a group of creatures leaning on each other or hanging out

together in the sun. The loose approach is a way to keep the impression fresh and the painting dynamic.

 

Color Group, 2018, oil on canvas, 18×14 inches

AS: Your residency experience documenting a 64-story luxury residential skyscraper in lower Manhattan, was

covered by Ralph Gardner Jr. at the Wall Street Journal. Can you tell me a bit more about this residency, elaborate

on your experience there and how it impacted your work?

Noa Charuvi: The Artist in Construction residency was an amazing opportunity run by Art in Buildings, who invited me

and three other artists to come and work adjacent to a construction site in lower Manhattan and describe it in our work.

We could treat it any way we wanted – we had complete freedom. Initially thought this would only be a side project, like

a temporary commission, while I use the studio to keep searching new themes, but construction became my main

interest for several years. When I started in 2014, the skyscraper was at that time a muddy hole in the ground, so my

studio was never inside the construction site but right next to it. I was given a hard hat and a vest and I was allowed to go

into the site and do whatever, which for me was photography. I could come into the site and photograph whenever I

wanted, as long as someone was there to open the gate for me.

Being at the work site felt almost ridiculous – this girl with a camera among all these hard- working people with heavy

machinery and tools. I was in awe and also a little overwhelmed at 2rst, but everyone was super-nice. I used the photos

as sketches and references for the paintings, so a one-hour shoot kept me busy for a few weeks. I didn’t have to go that

frequently into the site, and each time I came back it was different. I returned to the residency a second time in 2016

after going back to my Elizabeth Foundation Studio in between. The whole tower was already there, with some interiors

put into place. I liked the muddy hole better but it was incredible to come back and actually be on the top. The area is

fascinating – Wall street area, just in front of WTC and the 9/11 memorial pools. Every day I got off the train in Wall

Street with my work clothes, and entered my little carpeted of2ce, side by side to engineers and hard working builders,

and I would do my paintings. It was amazing. It was special to have my space there in the midst of all this action, right off

Wall Street.

 

Color Group, 2018, oil on canvas, 18×14 inches
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Being at the work site felt almost ridiculous – this girl with a camera among all these hard- working people with heavy

machinery and tools. I was in awe and also a little overwhelmed at 2rst, but everyone was super-nice. I used the photos

as sketches and references for the paintings, so a one-hour shoot kept me busy for a few weeks. I didn’t have to go that
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Wall Street.

 

Men at Work, 2017, oil and acrylic on canvas, 54×72 inches

AS: How is your work developing these days?

Noa Charuvi: I recently got back from a research trip to Israel that was funded by Asylum-Arts, a non-pro2t supporting

Jewish Artists globally. It was the 2rst time for me to go home mainly for work and not just for seeing my family and

friends. The goal of this trip was to revisit my grandfather’s work, and speci2cally look at his landscapes of ruins. After

looking at and listing all of the landscape paintings I could 2nd in my family’s possession, I took my camera and toured

Israel, visiting the locations or approximate locations described in them. Of course I did not expect to 2nd the same

views he described. I wanted to see the changes and I wanted to try and channel his way of looking at nature. His style

was naturalistic but also idealistic. He was clearly in awe of nature, and he rarely described any human 2gures, similar to

me. I let myself express my own take on the Israeli landscape as a layered, densely political and of a long and bloody

history. Now back in my studio in Brooklyn, I am examining the archive of photographs I took in Israel, and I am slowly

working my way through it. The project is still in its very beginning, but my goal is to create a series of paintings as a

dialog with his, and eventually do a two person show.

 

Diptych, 2019, oil on canvas, 2 panels, 16×20 inches each

AS: Our interview was conducted a while before the Corona pandemic. Life has changed since. How are you coping

these days and what are your thoughts about the road ahead?

Noa Charuvi: We are all still home while I write these lines: my husband, our two children and me. We suddenly have all

this time together as a family that we never had before. It is very intense with the children – I worry about them but they

seem totally 2ne. As far as studio work, I am blessed to have a studio that in in the same block as my apartment so I do

go there every other day to work both on my own stuff and on other projects as a freelance painting assistant. We try to

take turns with childcare and work. With my own practice I feel on the one hand that I just need to make something in

order to maintain my sanity, but on the other hand – what do I make when the world is shifting all around me, and the

foundation of my practice is documenting my environment? I use what I have, my archive of images, and feel like it is
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AS: How is your work developing these days?

Noa Charuvi: I recently got back from a research trip to Israel that was funded by Asylum-Arts, a non-pro2t supporting

Jewish Artists globally. It was the 2rst time for me to go home mainly for work and not just for seeing my family and

friends. The goal of this trip was to revisit my grandfather’s work, and speci2cally look at his landscapes of ruins. After

looking at and listing all of the landscape paintings I could 2nd in my family’s possession, I took my camera and toured

Israel, visiting the locations or approximate locations described in them. Of course I did not expect to 2nd the same

views he described. I wanted to see the changes and I wanted to try and channel his way of looking at nature. His style

was naturalistic but also idealistic. He was clearly in awe of nature, and he rarely described any human 2gures, similar to
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dialog with his, and eventually do a two person show.
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AS: Our interview was conducted a while before the Corona pandemic. Life has changed since. How are you coping

these days and what are your thoughts about the road ahead?

Noa Charuvi: We are all still home while I write these lines: my husband, our two children and me. We suddenly have all

this time together as a family that we never had before. It is very intense with the children – I worry about them but they
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order to maintain my sanity, but on the other hand – what do I make when the world is shifting all around me, and the

foundation of my practice is documenting my environment? I use what I have, my archive of images, and feel like it is

b�coming nostalgia rath�r than a r�e�ction of th� curr�nt mom�nt. It is int�r�sting to think about th� r�lationship

b�tw��n now and th�n, b�for� and aft�r. In g�n�ral, think this is a good tim� to tak� things slowly, r�conn�ct to p�opl�

you could not 2nd th� tim� to talk to or ch�ck on wh�n w� w�r� all imm�rs�d in our routin�s. It is tim� to show you car�,

w� all n��d that, and art can b� that. It can b� hop� and it can b� car�.

Noa Charuvi, photo credit: Meredith Jenks

Etty Yaniv works on h�r art, art writing and curatorial proj�cts in Brooklyn. Sh� found�d Art Spi�l as a platform for

highlighting th� work of cont�mporary artists, including art r�vi�ws, studio visits, int�rvi�ws with artists, curators, and

gall�rists. For mor� d�tails contact by Email: artspi�lblog@gmail.com
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Charuvi&body=Read the article here https://www.galeriemagazine.com/emergingartist/noa-charuvi/)

onstruction sites and piles of rubble are reimagined as places of beauty in the striking oil paintings by Israeli artist Noa
Charuvi (https://www.noacharuvi.com/). “I am interested in places of transformation, whether they are deconstructed
or constructed, and the forceful human intervention in the space.”

Drawing on memories of growing up in Jerusalem, Charuvi uses her art to address con�ict in her home country. “e
landscape has so much history, and where I grew up it was always about war,” she says. “I use painting as a documenting tool
to interpret the world around me.” Recently, she’s been creating works based on the areas being rebuilt around New York’s
World Trade Center site.

(https://www.galeriemagazine.com)
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Books

Art critic Barry Schwabsky's new book presents a global survey of
contemporary landscape painting.

by Peter Malone

March 21, 2019

Art critic Barry Schwabsky’s new book, Landscape Painting Now:
From Pop Abstraction to New Romanticism (DAP), delivers a global
and multi-generational perspective on what may be the most
malleable of painting genres. Along with editor Todd Bradway and
historians Robert R. Shane, Louise Sorensen, and Susan A. Van Scoy,
Schwabsky sets out to update readers on what artists have been doing
with the pliable clay of landscape painting since 1950. With a speci�c
focus on paintings completed since 2000, a view unfolds of a genre
that earned only sporadic attention from critics while its practitioners
were busy expanding, rede�ning, and generally complicating the form.

Three-hundred and sixty-eight pages beckon a leisurely read,
spreading generous reproductions across six interpretive categories,
each meant to expand on notions, suggested — unsurprisingly for a
commentary on a wanderer’s art form — in a rambling introductory
essay, the gist of which is that abstraction’s mid-century zenith
marked, as Robert Rosenblum noted at the time, a revealing link
between Abstract Expressionist painters like Mark Rothko and
Cly�ord Still and 19  century Romantics. This was to prove a link that
only painters noticed.

By 1965, and for several decades afterward, conceptual, performance,
installation and earth art dominated art criticism, while painters
working outside recognized movements like Pop, Minimalism, New
Image, Bad Painting (yes, that was once a thing), Neo-Geo, and Neo-
Expressionism, were �nding ways, as Schwabsky puts it, “to grapple
with transformations both in the art of painting and in the conditions
of life from which that art could emerge.” In short, abstraction and
spontaneity remained fundamental to painting, even for landscape
painters, which explains the wide variety in the book’s roster of
artists.

In attending to the sensibilities of art lovers who hold, as Schwabsky
puts it, “a clichéd and outdated notion of what landscape painting is

th

Three-hundred and sixty-eight pages beckon a leisurely read,
spreading generous reproductions across six interpretive categories,
each meant to expand on notions, suggested — unsurprisingly for a
commentary on a wanderer’s art form — in a rambling introductory
essay, the gist of which is that abstraction’s mid-century zenith
marked, as Robert Rosenblum noted at the time, a revealing link
between Abstract Expressionist painters like Mark Rothko and
Cly�ord Still and 19  century Romantics. This was to prove a link that
only painters noticed.

By 1965, and for several decades afterward, conceptual, performance,
installation and earth art dominated art criticism, while painters
working outside recognized movements like Pop, Minimalism, New
Image, Bad Painting (yes, that was once a thing), Neo-Geo, and Neo-
Expressionism, were �nding ways, as Schwabsky puts it, “to grapple
with transformations both in the art of painting and in the conditions
of life from which that art could emerge.” In short, abstraction and
spontaneity remained fundamental to painting, even for landscape
painters, which explains the wide variety in the book’s roster of
artists.

In attending to the sensibilities of art lovers who hold, as Schwabsky
puts it, “a clichéd and outdated notion of what landscape painting is
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and isn’t”, his introductory essay follows a slender thread of historical
indicators expanded upon in the book’s groupings of artists into six
categories, each explored in its own chapter. Though debatable, the
categories bring an exuberance to the revelatory chaos the subject
predictably generates. Each of the six groupings includes a dozen
artists or more. The choice of who occupies each category is
sometimes obvious, other times eccentric. As the author notes, there
are quite a few artists that could occupy categories other than the one
they were assigned.

To allay the fear many potential readers may entertain that the whole
enterprise is a cynical touting of hot young things, I can report that
the average age of the artists chosen for inclusion calculates to 60. Of
the 82 painters included, Alex Katz and Lois Dodd are the oldest at 92,
Matthew Wong the youngest at 35, a range indicating an admirable
determination to peel back overlapping generational in�uences, while
limiting the selected work, as the title word “now” suggests, to
canvases completed in the new century.

The �rst two categories are conventional. “Realism and Beyond”
includes Lois Dodd, Rackstraw Downes, and April Gornik, among
others. “Post-Pop Landscapes” relies on the color intensity favored by
David Hockney, Yvonne Jacquette, and Matthew Wong. The third,
“New Romanticism,” concentrates on painting rooted in history, folk
tradition and other subtexts, the signature artist being Anselm Kiefer.
Of the remaining categories: “Constructed Realities,” with Inka
Essenhigh, Mark Tansey and Vincent Desiderio, o�ers the greatest
variety of style and sensibility, while “Abstracted Topographies,” with
Julie Mehretu, Cecily Brown, and Ali Banisadr, emphasize the book’s
thesis regarding abstraction.

The sixth, “Complicated Vistas,” is not only the least descriptive of
the category titles, it is the most clearly aligned with current trends.
Addressing political issues like pollution, factional distress and
nature’s presence in urban environments, it echoes themes that may
be found in the Realism group if one looks closely. There is, for
instance, a subtle environmental aspect in the work of Rackstraw
Downes that goes largely unnoticed. Conversely, Liu Xiaodong, Noa
Charuvi, and Li Dafang could have easily been placed in the Realism
group. Their interchangeability hints at the genre’s enduring breadth
of perspective.
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tradition and other subtexts, the signature artist being Anselm Kiefer.
Of the remaining categories: “Constructed Realities,” with Inka
Essenhigh, Mark Tansey and Vincent Desiderio, o�ers the greatest
variety of style and sensibility, while “Abstracted Topographies,” with
Julie Mehretu, Cecily Brown, and Ali Banisadr, emphasize the book’s
thesis regarding abstraction.

The sixth, “Complicated Vistas,” is not only the least descriptive of
the category titles, it is the most clearly aligned with current trends.
Addressing political issues like pollution, factional distress and
nature’s presence in urban environments, it echoes themes that may
be found in the Realism group if one looks closely. There is, for
instance, a subtle environmental aspect in the work of Rackstraw
Downes that goes largely unnoticed. Conversely, Liu Xiaodong, Noa
Charuvi, and Li Dafang could have easily been placed in the Realism
group. Their interchangeability hints at the genre’s enduring breadth
of perspective.

The author’s inclusiveness is undeniable, yet it is because it is so
inclusive that one feels the acute absence of artists like Elliott Green,
Julian Hatton, Joyce Kozlo� or Greg Lindquist, any of whom would
have been more suitable candidates than Will Cotton or Barnaby
Furnas, whose confectionary still lifes and gestural sweep respectively
seem a quirk too far in a landscape study. Seeking the criteria behind
such incongruous choices brought my attention to this key paragraph:

“A Landscape painting is not necessarily a representation of a
landscape, but rather something that, in being constructed out of
pieces of representation, or possibly just echoes of former
representations, kindles an experience of its own — one that, as those
fragments of resemblance suggest, is somehow like an experience of
nature.” 

Truer words were never spoken concerning contemporary visual art in
general. Regarding landscape painting speci�cally, they introduce the
book’s roughest edge and consequently its most useful aspect.
Readers will be left with the question: can landscape painting retain
its distinction as a genre, or is it doomed to drift toward Jackson
Pollock’s “I am nature” paean to solipsism? For those invested in such
inquiry, I suggest post-it markers placed at the pages where they feel
the author’s inclusiveness led him adrift. For that participatory
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exercise alone, above and beyond the volume’s intelligence and visual
sumptuousness, I believe Landscape Painting Now could play a
signi�cant role in our conversations about contemporary painting and
its meaning.

Landscape Painting Now: From Pop Abstraction to New
Romanticism by Barry Schwabsky is available at bookshop.org.

Editors note 3/25: An original version of this review identi�ed Alex Katz
as 85 years old and Matthew Wong as 30. Katz is 92, and Wong is 35.
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